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BY NICHOLAS DRNILOFF
CQ¥EtfHA6EN, DEN"RRK <UPI> -:- ECRET~Y &f STATE HtftiY R. KISSINGER
ifiiD IO&RY THE UNITE& STRTES MRS Wftifl£& ALl GUTSIDE P"RTIES• RGRINST
INTERVENING IN STRIFE-TORN LEBAHSi Rib vECLRRED THE UNITEv STAtES
WOuL& OPPOSE SUCH INTERVENTION.
IN A STOPOVER ON HIS WAY TO ~9S£0MJ KISSINGER TOLD~A NEWS
CONFERENCE THE UNITED STATES WOULD OPPOSE ANY UNILATERAL ACT WHICH
COULD EXPAND THE CONFLICT~~
•THE UNITED STATES HAS WARNED Bll OUTSIDE PARTIES, ANO I WANT TO
- REPEAT IT HERE, AGAINST UNILATERAL ACTS WHICH COULD EXPAND THE
CONFLICT,~ KISSINGER SAID.
STATE DEPART"ENT OFFICIALS RCCOnPANYING KISSINGER SAID THE WARNING
WAS AIMED AS MUCH AT ISRAEL AS AT ARAB COUNTRIES WHICH niGHT
INTERVENE ON BEHALF OF THE ftOSlEn COM~UNITY IN lEBANON.
IT WAS THE STRONGEST STATEMENT TO DATE Of Y.S. SUPPORT FOR THE
INTEGRITY OF LEBANON AND ITS FIRn OPPOSITION TO ANY ATTEMPT AT
PARTITIONING THAT COUNTRY WHICH BORDERS ON ISRAEL.
KISSINGER ALSO APPEALED TO THE INTERNATIONAL COMnUNITY TO HELP
ftEDIATE THE DISPUTE IN LEBANON.
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EMBASSY EVACUATION IN BEIRUT

Q:

We have heard reports that U.S. personnel in the Embassy in Beirut
are being evacuated. Can you confirm?

A:

We understand that the situation in the immediate vicinity of the U.S.
Embassy has deteriorated and that Ambassador Godley has asked all

~~~~~
but essential personnel to depart the premisesjlt is expected that
they will return when the situation permits.

Q:

Is this a first step in a general evacuation of Americans in Beirut?

A:

There has been no decision regarding the evacuation of Americans
from Beirut as a city.

Ambassador Godley's decision today was

directed toward the U.S. personnel working in the Embassy at the
time.

FYI: The situation in Beirut is quite fluid at present and all additional
more specific questions should be referred to State •

•

.

•

SITUATION IN LEBANON

Q.

What is our policy toward the situation in Lebanon and has
or. will the U.S. offer assistance to the Lebanese Government
or factions of it? Do you fear possible Syrian military intervention and the risk of counter-involvement by the Istaelis?

A.

The recent events in Lebanon elicit our deepest sympathy
for its people and their Government.

•

We support Lebanon's

territorial integrity and independence and we hope that a cease
fire can be sustained.
We do not assist any faction in Lebanon, but we are naturally
following events there closely and consulting with the Lebanese
and other governments.

We would obviously be opposed to

military intervention by any other state in Lebanon, but I do
not want to speculate on a hypothetical situation.
We have advised non-essential Americans, including official
U.S. personnel and their families, because of the current turmoil.
Our Embassy is watching the situation closely, and we are also
providing medical supplies.

We estimate our humanitarian

assistance is running over half a million dollars ($675, 000)
as of this time.
We hope the situation in Lebanon improves so that all Americans
will be able to return.

SYRIAN TROOPS IN LEBANON

Q.

Do you think Syria is playing a constructive role in Lebanon?
What about the thousands of Syrian troops in Lebanon? Do
you condone that?

A.

We have consistently maintained that the political role Syria has
played in mediating the conflict has been constructive.

At the

same time, our position on the risks of foreign military intervention
remains unchanged.

We have stated consistently that foreign inter-

vention carries with it the risk of widening the conflict.
It is important to understand that the res!oration of security in
Lebanon, 'which the parties themselves are discussing, is very
complex.

It is not appropriate for the U.S. to intrude by commenting

on every deve1opment in Lebanon.

In the last analysis, the restora-

tion of peace and security depends on the political accommodation
among the parties in Lebanon themselves.

We, of couse, remain

hopeful that a peaceful accommodation can be reached in the shortest
possible time.
Q.

.What is the proper United States role in this crisis? Shouldn't we
intervene with troops, as Ike did, to stop the suffering of the Lebanese
people?
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A.

Our efforts have been limited to political and humanitarian moves:

to assist the parties toward a political settlement and to provide
emergency relief assistance including the President's proposal
for $25 million in rehabilitation funds for Lebanon.
J?lans at all to involve American troops.

I have no

That would only make the

situation more dangerous and explosive.

.!

Q.

Did we give any kind of tacit approval to Syria to intervene?
we "clear" any of the Syrian moves with Israel?

Did

A.

We did not give any tacit approval nor "clear" any moves with
anyone else. We have urged all governments to exercise restraint •

EMBASSY BEIRUT'S EVACUATION ANNOUNCEMENT

Notice to American and other registrants for departure:
Citizens of the United States and other countries who
have registered for departure from West Beirut are informed
that sea transport to Athens has been arranged for July 27,
a:_~·

using U.S. Navy facilities as was done in June.

U.S. citizens

"

are urged to take advantage of this last such organized departure.
Registrants must assemble and check in for departure
by ship for Athens between 7 A.M. and 8 A.M. on Tuesday,
July 27 at the Riviera Hotel.

Transportation to the debarkation

point will leave the hotel shortly thereafter.
must hold valid travel documents.
two suitcases per person.

Each traveller

Luggage will be limited to

Persons wishing to depart but who

have not yet registered may do so by telephoning or visiting the
consular section of the American Embassy (Tel.

361800) on

Sunday, July 26 or Monday, July 26 between 9 A.M. and 5 P.M.

EVANS AND NOVAK ARTICLE ON PLO

Q. Do you have any comment on the Evans and Novak article
which claims the PLO is refusing to cooperate with the Beirut
evacuation?
A.
In keeping the our normal policy, I would have no comment
on a speculative editorial piece.

Additional Guidance on Evans and Novak Story on
Lebanese Evacuation

There are daily exchanges occurring on the question.

We cannot

go into these exchanges or the details of the evacuation until it
is complete, and we expect it to be completed.

L
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Q.
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A.

Yes, the Embassy will be

you still reduce the Embassy staff?
re~uced

to
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Q• . Things are looking better in Lebanon--the emplacement of
the'Arab League force and some hopeful indications from the
Syrian-Palestinian meeting--why are we pressing for evacuation
now?
A.

Because of the increasingly difficult living conditions,
we decided to reduce the size of our Embassy to what is
actually needed to function in current circumstances.

We

have an obligation to assist private American citizens who
also want to leave, to the extent possible.

~ve

contemplate

~"'d\

no further organized departures and are therefore urging
11

all.private Americans to take advantage of this ~~ opportunity to depart under
Q.

Does this mean you

u.s.

~xpect

Goverfu~ent

auspices.

the situation to take a turn for

the worst?
A.

Not necessarily,~· 1- cxpcz iencE
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has shown that
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so!u£1on might be iR,eh& ~f.~i~ but we
judge that it is prudent in light of the unpredictability
and difficulties of living in tvesj: Beirut to evacuate as
many Americans as possible now.

Q.

You evacuated in June and now again in July; can we. expect
another in August?

A.
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The Politics of the Evacuation
Q:

Why is it that you portray this evacuation as an almost normal
evolution when the June 20 operation was conducted in an
atmosphere of crisis? Was that impression contrived for
political purpose?

A:

Certainly not.

The threat of violence in a country at war is

ever present.

The particular threat to Americans or any

other group may worsen or ease as the situation evolves.

In

June the risk of violence to Americans was manifestly acute
and, at the time, prudence dictated that we assure the opportunity to leave for those who wished to take advantage of it.
Since evacuation by motor convoy was not possible at the time,
we selected evacuation by sea using a naval landing craft.
that time, Americans have continued to leave.

Since

As the difficulties

of life in Beirut have increased, we have been forced to reduce
our Embassy staff to the minimum and we have therefore urged
all remaining Americans to leave.

t

.

·Press Guidance for Use After the Evacuation Announcement
'.

Q.

Why did you abandon the road convoy for a sea departure?

A.

On the basis of our exchanges with the parties

involved· in maintaining security for an evacuation, it was
•

decidqd that departure. by sea is the safest way to do it.
Q.

Do the parties with whom you have been in touch

include the PLO?
A.

Yes.

Q.

But private persons and convoys go to Damascus every

day by road safely.
A.

Why couldn't you?

The security arrangements for a large number are

necessarily more difficult to apsure than for a single car
or small convoy.

The parties responsible for security
~-F

~~ advisdus that the road would..-tbe t~i'y secure.
Q.

Will Ambassador Seelye be coming out?

A.

That has not been decided.

Q.

Ho\.; many will be ccming out?

A.

We assumef.;~~&~~~
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LEBANON EVACUATION

0:

There are reports that the US Embassy in Beirut is being
evacuated or closed down. Are you in fact undertaking another
evacuation operation? Is there any connection between this move
in Lebanon and the election campai~n?

A:

The Embassy in Beirut is not being closed. A decision has been
made to make a further reduction in the Embassy staff.
Consequently most of the normal services performed will be
eliminated or. curtailed

includin~

consular servies.

This

temporary measure results from the greatly increased
difficulties of operating in West Beirut.

There is a shortage

of basic food stuffs, gasoline and water.

In the past few weeks,

many other Embassies have either closed or reduced their
staffs to the minimum.

sh to leave West Beirut will be provided

..

- 3 -

Q:

Does the United States believe that the security situation in
Beirut is going to get worse? Does the United States have
indications that the Syrians or Christians plan to attack
West Beirut?

A:

We do not have any indication of an impending attack upon
West Beirut.

The reason for the reduction in size of the
il"

Embassy is due to the increasing difficulty of

opcr;~ti.on$

G..S

I have said.

Q:

What docs the United States tLink about the general situation
in Lebanon?

A:

We

hope that efforts being made to bring about an end to the

fighting and a political agreement among the Lebanese parties
to the conflict will succeed.

We are continuing to do our best

to assist in achieving this objective.

I do not wish to com1nent

more specifically on the details of the extrem.ely com.plex and
fast-1noving situation there.

tho~'

Q:

Will A1nbassador Seelye be anwng

A:

I understand there has been no final decision as to which Embassy

e leaving?

personnel will leave and which will stay.

Keep in touch with State

for details.

""
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:

Can you confirm that the US has switched from
an overland convoy to Damascus to ship evacua-

QUESTION~

-...._

tion from Beirut?

Will the evacuation take

place tomorrow definitely?

After careful consideration of the alternatives
and in light of the uncertain security situation along parts
of the road to Damascus at the present time, the

Pr~sident

'

has decided that the best means for the departure of
&~erieans

wishing to depart is by sea.

nationals can be included.

Other foreign

Current plans are that this

. ; operation will begin tomorrow morning Beirut time, i.e.,
early Sunday morning our time.
comment at this time.

I will have no further

Members of the Congress are being

(fly J~fC- Mdvs-4,. itzey

. briefed.

QUESTION:

Is this a military operation or not?

ANSWER:

This is a humanitarian operation.
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It will be

b~fi;ding craf~~-.~- -- -----~-/
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How can you -be sure th.at this will be a safe

· QUESTION:

evacuation?
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AllS\\'ER:

I will have no further comment at this time.

QUESTION:

Have we been in touch with the PLO directly?

Through third partie·s?
ANS\'!f~=
~
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1'1t;t ave received adequate assurances~ 1w''
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Qa eentacts with the PLO has chaRged.

QUESTION:

with

Are the British associated

th~~ ev~cu~tion?

F...NSt'\'ER;

t---··-

Who will be included?

invited,

All foreign nationals, including the British', are

.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

RON:
Here is what NSC
says on numbers •.• I haven't
given out anything.
Larry

NUMBER OF EVACUEES

Q.

How many have signed up to be evacuated?
A. We cannot be precise as to the numbers. However,
it could go as high as several hundred. It will not be a
question we can answer with any precision until later.

FRENCH PEACEKEEPING I'ORCES FOR LEBANON
Q:

Did President Giscard ~hcuss with President Ford hla idea .
of sendin1 French troop• to Lebanon? What is the US position
on this?· What about our r~peated warnings against outside
military intervention?

A:

I discussed with President Giscard during his visit the eltuation

in Lebanon and the desire of both France and the United State•
to be of assistance

m· ending

the tragic strife there.

Giscard mentioned the possibility of a French

President

peace~keeping

force in. Lebanon if the new Lebanese President were to ask for
such assistance.

We told .the French that should such a request be made by the new
Lebanese Government we would wish to review carefully the
situation prevailing at the time.
we would want to know

Should such a possibility develop,

the views of other interested parties and

whether such a French move would bring with lt the l ntroduction.
of other outside forces, to which we would be opposed.

Our

concern over ou.tside military involvement has been based u.pon the
danger that it could worsen the crisis in Lebanon and perhaps lead
to a broadening of the conflict.

Depending upon the situation, and the

views of other interested parties, the possible course of action
proposed by France could have a positive ratb.er tb.an. a negative
effect.

Q:

Did the PLO approve this evacuation?

A:

We have continued to have daily exchanges with various
parties including the Palestinians in order to facilitate
the departure of Americans and other foreigners.

On the

basis of these exchanges, we have decided on departure
by sea.

We are pleased that all parties have extended

their full cooperation to facilitate this departure

Q:

What will you do about the remaining people in the

Embassyr§:••llllt••lll!!l&•a:&:miiiPt~~tt~ should
become acute?

i.;...r.J...

A:

the security situation
,

.o~ ~~~ ~~·----tt- .~ ~...J.

/( I do not want to speculate on a hypothetical !t'itnation..-

t~,

LEBANON EVACUATION
Q:

There are reports that the US Embassy in Beirut is being
evacuated or closed down. Are you in fact undertaking another
evacuation operation? Is there any connection between this move
in Lebanon a·nd the election ca.mpaig;n?

A:

The Embassy in Beirut is not being closed. A decision has been
made to make a further reduction in the Embassy staff.
Consequently most of the normal services performed will be
eliminated or curtailed includin15' consular servies.

This

temporary measure results from the greatly increased
shorta~e

difficulties of operating in West Beirut.

There is a

of basic food stuffs, gasoline and water.

In the past few weeks,.

many other Embassies have either closed or reduced their
staffs to the minimum.

In view of the fact that the Emb.assy will no longer be able to
provide effective services for the American community after
Monday, July 19, we have again urged all American citizens
to leave Lebanon.

Transportation for the departure of Embassy

staff personnel and other Americans and any foreign nationals
whowish to leave West Beirut will be provided on Tuesday.

Q:

But how will Americans leave, by sea or over land? And
what US Government assistance (such as Sixth Fleet units)
will be provided?

A:

You

'•

•I•

n~ay

w.ish to be in contact with the State Department on this.

I understand the precise means of departure from Beirut has
not yet been worked out.

Q:

How ~ny Americans are involved and will you be arranging
for the departure of other nations?

A:

The Embassy is currently determining which American citizens
wish to leave Beirut.

The number who will be going can't be

estimated reliably at this time. Again, I think the State Department can keep you informed on details.

Q:

Do you intend to contact the PLO, directly or indirectly~ to·
arrange for the security of Americans \vishing to depart the
country?

A:

Let me repeat that administrative details, including the security
of departure arrangements, are still being worked out. We will
make the necessary contacts just as we were the last time.

Q:

Docs the United States believe that tht: security situation in
Beirut is going to get worse? Does the United States have
indications that the Syrians or Christir.:n'' plan to attack
West Bci1·ut?

A:

We do not have any indicati o;l of an imp
West Beirut,

ing attack upon

The 1·eason for the reducti.on in size of the
;,

I have said.

Q:

What docs the United States tLink about Hw general situation
in Lebanon?

A:

¥te hope that effort::; being made to bri

about an end to the

fighting and a political agreement among the Lebanese parties
to the conflict will succeed.

We are ccmtinuing to do ou1· best

to assist in achieving this objective.

I do not \vish to comment

more specifically on the details of the

en1ely con1plex and

fast-1noving situation tnere.

tho~~e

Q:

Will An:·1bassador Seelye be among

A:

I Wlderstand there has been no final dedsion as to v:hich Embassy
personnel will leave and which will stay.

le<:.ving?

Keep in touch with State

for details.
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2, H!GlN TEXT~ CTlT~El AMERICAN EMBASSY ORGANIZING
GROuP DEPARTURE FOR JU~Y 21)
.
.
THE
ALL

OF THi UNITED STATES IN BEIRUT WISHES TO INPORM
A~ERlCA~ CITIZENS ·sTILL IN ~EBANON TkAT IT WILL BE
ELX~l~AT!~G THE MAJO~lTY OF ITS FUNCTIONS, INCLUOING
f~BASSV

CONIULAR 8EAYlCfS, AS OF MONDAY, JULY 19~ IT IS FORCED TO
TAK£ T~IS STEP IV THE INCREASING DIFFICULTIES OF OPERATING
lN 9fiRUT 1 ~HXCH RE~U~RE THe REDUCTION OF THE EMBASSY STAFF
TO A 5ARE MJNlMUMa THE EMBASSY WlL~ NO LONGER HAVE THE
~~PA~ILXTY EFFECTiVtLV TO PROVIDE SERVICES
~R THE AMERICAN COMMUNITY APTER THAT DATE,
WE THEREFORE
STRO~GLY URG~ A~L AMERICAN CITIZENS TO LEAVE THE COUNTRY
AT THIS TllliEI

TH! EMBASSY %8 ARRANGING TRANSPORTATION FOR DEPARTURE
PROM ~!ST REIRUT ON TUESDAY, JULY 2a. DETAILS OF ASSEMBLY
ARRA~GEM~NTS POR DEPARTURE ~ILL BE BROADCAST AS SOON AS
P08SlSL~, AMD AT THAT TIME INFORMATION CAN ALSO BE
S!CUREn By EXTHSR VXSITING OR TELEPHONING Trl! EMBASSY
CONSULAR SECTION, TeL~PHONE 361810 OR 348319, AMERICAN
CXTIZE~S ARE UAG!O "EAN~HXLE TO INFORM THE E~SASSV BY
NDO~ s~~tAY, JULY 18, IF THBY PLAN TO DEPART ON JULY 20,
CXTIZE\8 oF OTrttR COUNTRIES WHO WISH TO PARTICIPATE IN
THIS c~~•NIZEO DEPARTURE SHOULD CONTACT THE AMERICAN
EM8ASSY CO:\SUI,.AR SE!CTIO~~
ENO TEXT,
KISSI1- GER
~T

The Politics of the Evacuation
Q:

Why is it that you portray this evacuation as an almost normal
evolution when the June 20 operation was conducted in an
atmosphere of crisis? Was that impression contrived for
political purpose?

A:

Certainly not.

The threat of violence in a country at war is

ever present.

The particular threat to Americans or any

other group may worsen or ease as the situation evolves.

In

June the risk of violence to Americans was manifestly acute
and, at the time, prudence dictated that we assure the opportunity to leave for those who wished to take advantage of it.
Since evacuation by motor convoy was not possible at the time,
we selected evacuation by sea using a naval landing craft.
that time, Americans have continued to leave.

Since

As the difficulties

of life in Beirut have increased, we have been forced to reduce
our Embassy staff to the minimum and we have therefore urged
all remaining Americans to leave.

